An examination of the pertinent literature indicates that most of the current work in retrieval, while related to problems of bibliographic retrieval, does not offer much assistance when the input data is suspect ( 6, 7, 8 ) . Tainiter and Toyoda, for example, have described different techniques of addressing storage using known input data ( 9, 10) .
One of the best-known retrieval systems is that of the Chemical Abstracts Service, which provides a fairly sophisticated title-scan of journal articles with a surprising degree of flexibility in the logic and term structure used as input. Comparable systems are used by the Defense Documentation Center, Medlars Centers, and NASA Technology Centers. These systems have one specific feature in common: a high level of accuracy in the input data.
USER-SUPPLIED BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA
The reliability of bibliographic data supplied to university libraries from faculty and students has long been questioned ( 5) . Any search system which accepts such data must be designed 1) to increase the level of confidence through machine-generated search structures and variable threshholds and 2) to reduce the dependence upon spelling accuracy, punctuation, spacing and word order.
The initial task of formulating an approach to this problem is to determine the type, quality, and quantity of data generally supplied by a user. To derive a controlled set of data for this purpose, the Acquisition Department of the Fondren Library provided Xerox copies of all English language requests dated 1965 or later and a random sample of 295 requests was drawn from that file of 5000 items.
This random sample was compared to the manually-verified, original order-requests to determine 1) the frequency with which data was supplied by the requestor and 2) the accuracy of the provided information. Results of this study are given in Table 1 . The results suggest that edition can have great significance when specified and should be used as strong supporting evidence for retrieval. It should not necessarily be a restrictive element because of the low-order magnitude of actual specification, which was five times in the sample. (Unstated editions were considered as first editions, and correct. ) Title is the most significant and most reliable element. As Richmond indicates, use of the entire title for searching would present distinct problems for retrieval systems ( 4) . Consequently, an abbreviated version of the title must be derived from the input data which will reduce the impact and significance of the problems described by Richmond (5) .
THE HYPOTHESIS
It is hypothecated that retrieval of correct bibliographic entries can be obtained from unverified, user-supplied, input data through the use of a code derived from the compression of author and title information supplied by the user. It is assumed that a similar code is provided for all entries of the data base using the same compression rules for main and added entry, title and added title information.
It is further hypothecated that use of weighting factors for individual segments of the code will provide accurate retrieval in those cases when exact matching does not occur. Before the retrieval methodology can be described, it is necessary to outline the compression technique to be used with author and title words.
TITLE COMPRESSION
To gain some understanding of the problems to be faced in compressing title information, a random sample of 500 titles was drawn from the first half of the initial MARC I reel (about 4800 titles). Each of these titles was analyzed for significant words and tabulations were made on word strings and word frequencies. The following words. were considered as non-significant: a, an, and, by, if, in, of, on, the, to.
The tabulated data, shown in Table 2 , contain some surprising attributes. Approximately 90% of the titles contain less than five significant words, which suggests that four significant words will be adequate to match on title. Letting n stand for the corpus of words available for title use, the random chance of duplicating any specific word in another title can be stated 1 as -. When a string of words is considered, the chance of randomly n 1 selecting the same word string may be considered as -a, where 'a' is the n number of words in the string.
Certain words are used more frequently than others, and the occurrence of such words in a given string reduces the uniqueness of that string. The curve displayed in Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of words in the sample. The mean frequency of words in the title-sample is 1.33. 
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Fig. 1. Frequency Distribution of Words in Sample.
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Therefore, the chance of selecting an identical word string can be more accurately expressed as:
n"
An examination of word lengths, as shown in Table 3 , shows that 95% of the significant title words contain less than ten characters. An examination of the word list revealed that some 70% of the title words contain inflections and/ or suffixes. If these suffixes and inflections are removed, approximately 43% of the remaining word stems contain less than five characters and 59% contain less than six. The reduction of word length does affect the uniqueness of the individual word, merging distinct words into common word stems at a mean rate of 2.5 to 1.0. In Table 3 the difference between 1049 words and 592 stems reflects the reduction of similar words into a common stem; for example: America, American, Americans, Americanism, etc., into A.mer. Thus, the uniqueness of a string of title words is reduced to the following chance of duplication:
An analysis of consonant strings made by Dolby and Resnikoff provides frequencies of initial and terminal consonant strings occurring in 7000 common English words (with suffixes and inflections removed) ( 11, 12, 13) . These frequency lists clearly show that the terminal string of consonants has considerable information-carrying potential in terms of word identification. The starting string also carries information potential, but significantly less than the terminal string. By combining the initial and terminal strings, it is possible to generate an abbreviation which has adequate uniqueness and reduces the influence of spelling. The high percentage of four-character word stems and the fact that the maximum terminal string contains four consonants suggest the use of a four-character abbreviation. To compress a title word into four characters, it is necessary to specify a set of rules. The first rule will be to delete all suffixes and inflections which terminate a title word. The second rule will be to delete vowels from the stem until a consonant is located or the four-character stem is produced. The suffixes and inflections deleted in this procedure are contained in Table 4 . When the stem contains more than four characters, the third compression rule states that the four-character field is filled with the terminal-consonant string and remaining positions are filled from the initial-character string.
Table 4. Deleted Suffixes and Inflections
The relative uniqueness of the generated abbreviation can be calculated using the data supplied by Dolby and Resnikoff. For example, Carter and Bonk's Building Library Collections would be abbreviated-BULD, LIBR,COCT. The random chance of duplicating any abbreviation can be stated as consisting of the product of the random chance of duplicating the initial string and the random chance of duplicating the terminal string: To increase the level of uniqueness on short titles, like Collected Works, it becomes necessary to provide supporting data to the title information. It is clear that the supporting data must come from supplied author text.
AUTHOR COMPRESSION
The same compression algorithms can be used for both personal and corporate names with some modifications. The frequent· substitution of "conference" for "congress" and "symposia" for "symposium" suggests that meeting names should be considered as a secondary sub-set of non-significant words. Names of organizational divisions, such as bureau, department, ministry, and office, can be considered as part of the same sub-set.
The rules which govern the deletion of inflections, suffixes and vowels can be used for corporate names, but personal author names must be carried into the compression routine without modificatjon. Only the last name of an author would be compressed into a code.
CONSTRUCTING THE TEST
Four, four-character abbreviations are allowed for title compression and four for author. Rather than use a 32-character fixed field for these codes, the lengths of the input and main-base codes are variable, with leading control digits to specify the individual code sizes for the title and author segments.
. Provision is made for the inclusion of date, publisher and/ or edition in the search-code sh·ucture although these were not implemented in the test performed.
.
At the time the input data is read, the existence of title, author, edition, publisher and date is indicated by the setting of indicators which control the matching mask and which, in part, control the specification of the retrieve threshhold. The title indicator specifies the number of compressed words in the supplied title which must be matched by the base code.
A simple algorithm is used to calculate the threshhold values given in columns two through four of Table 5 . Columns five through seven are obtained by adding two to the calculated threshholds. Each agreement within the mask adds to a retrieve counter the values indicated in the last five columns of Table 5 , the values of X and Y being the number of matching code words in the title and author segments respectively.
CONDUCTING THE TEST
As mentioned above, the initial tests of the retrieve were based upon title and author matching exclusively and required three runs on the Fondren Library's 1401 computer. The first loaded 2874 original orderrequests, generated a search code utilizing the rules specified in this paper and created an input tape. The second run extracted title and author data from the MARC I data base, created multiple search codes for title, main entry, added title and added entry. Both tapes were sorted into ascending search-code sequence.
The final run was the search program which attempted to match input codes with the MARC I base codes. When there was agreement based on relationship of threshhold and retrieve counter, the printer displayed threshhold, short author and short title on one line, and retrieve value, input author and title on the next line as illustrated in Figure 2 . The printed results were compared to validate the accuracy of the retrieve. This comparison was cross-checked against the results of the acquisition department's manual procedures.
The search program also provided for an attempt to match titles on the basis of a rearrangement of title words. In such attempts the retrieve threshhold was raised.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The raw data obtained from this experimental run are shown in Table  6 . Of the 287 4 items represented in the input file, 48.4%, or 1392, were actually found to exist in the data base. Of those actually present 90.4%, or 1200, were extracted with an overall accuracy of 98.67%.
An examination of the sixteen false drops revealed several omissions in the compression routines for the input data and for the data base. One of the more significant omissions was failing to compensate for multi-character abbreviations, particularly 'ST.' and 'STE.' for 'Saint.' A subroutine for acceptance of such abbreviations added to the search-code generating program would increase the retrieve accuracy to 99%. Total  1  2  3  10  12  27  4  58  2  2  6  17  26  60  23  134  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  4  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  Total  4  9  27  38  87  27  192 The occurrence of titles with the words "selected". or "collected," etc., produced additional false drop when the title word string exceeded two words. A modification to the search program to raise the threshhold when the input data contain codes such as 'SECT; 'COCT' would increase the retrieve accuracy to 99.17%
The presence of personal names in titles, such as 'Charles Evans Hughes' and 'Franklin Delano Roosevelt' caused seven additional false drops. At present it seems unlikely that a simple method to prevent them can be included.
CONCLUSION
The experimental results indicate that the hypothesis suggested is valid. Use of multiple codes for added entry, added title in addition to the main entry, and main title data are clearly necessary. Approximately 10% of the correctly retrieved items were produced by the existence of an added entry code.
The influence of spelling accuracy was lessened by use of a compression technique. An inspection of extracted titles revealed the existence of 43 spelling errors which did not affect retrieval. Thus, the search code reduced the significance of spelling by some 30%.
Utilizing table search followed by table look-up and linking random-access addresses, should enable the search code approach to bibliographic retrieval to provide rapid, direct access to the title sought.
